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ABSTRACT: This manuscript proposes a continuous and
straightforward method for fabricating suspended micro- and
nanodiameter polymer fibers using an automated single-step
drawing system. Termed track spinning, the system is based
on a simple manual fiber drawing process that is automated by
using two oppositely rotating tracks. Fibers are continuously
spun by direct contact of polymer solution coated tracks
followed by mechanical drawing as the distance between the
tracks increases. The device can draw single or multifilament
arrays of micro- and nanofibers from many kinds of polymers
and solvent combinations. To demonstrate, fibers were pulled
from polymer solutions containing polyvinyl acetate (PVAc)
and polyurethane (PU). Fiber morphology was smooth and uniform, and the diameter was sensitive to draw length and polymer
solution/melt properties. Polymer nanofibers with diameters as small as 450 nm and length of 255 mm were produced. The
track spinning method is able to form fibers from high viscosity solutions and melts that are not compatible with some other
nanofiber fabrication methods. Further, the setup is simple and inexpensive to implement and nozzleless and does not require
an electric field or high-velocity jets, and the tracks can be widened and patterned/textured to enhance fiber yield and
manufacturing precision.

Over the past two decades, the fabrication of polymer
nanofibers has found many potential applications in tissue

engineering scaffolds,1−7 composite materials, drug delivery,
fabrics, filters,8−10 fuel cells,11 packaging,12 sensors, and optical
devices. Polymer nanofibers exhibit many favorable and unique
features such as a high surface area to volume ratio and flexibility
in surface functionalities and, theoretically, can obtain
mechanical properties superior to larger fibers.13,14 The
motivation to develop processes that can fabricate exceptionally
strong and stiff polymer nanofibers has attracted much interest
in recent years.
The most popular nanofiber fabrication method is electro-

spinning, which is joined by several other manufacturing
techniques such as blow/jet spinning,15−19 centrifugal spin-
ning,20−22 hand spinning (Figure 1A,B),23,24 forcespinning,25,26

microfluidic spinning,27 magnetospinning,28,29 melting spin-
ning,30 pull spinning,31 rotary jet spinning,32−34 touch
spinning,35 spinneret-based tunable engineered parameters
technique (STEP),36,37 and spun-wrapped aligned nanofiber
(SWAN),38 or any combination of these techniques.39−41

Despite the versatility and popularity of electrospinning, the
technique remains limited in both throughput and the range of
materials used. Most notably, electrospinning has been highly
limited for making nanofibers comprised of polymers that have
poor solubility in solvents or high electrical resistivity, such as
polyolefins (e.g., polyethylene and polypropylene).42,43 Fur-
thermore, high-voltage electrical fields and sensitivity to solution
conductivity and environmental conditions challenge existing

systems. Many of the other techniques listed share similar
limitations, and most are not optimized for aligned fiber
orientations or compatible with essential postdrawing process-
ing.44 Therefore, there is a need for alternative methods and
devices for manufacturing nanofibers composed of a wide range
of materials.
In this work, we report a new automated fiber drawing device

for producing micro- and nanoscale fibers termed “track
spinning”. Track spinning automates a simple mechanical
process, which can lead to lower product costs and better
process control compared to many other nanofiber fabrication
techniques. Moreover, polymer fibers can be pulled from high
viscosity solutions or melts, with little restriction to specific
polymer and solvent properties.45−47 The approach can
continuously produce linearly aligned fiber networks with
integrated postdraw processing and control over fiber placement
in secondary assembly.
The capability and feasibility of the track spinning process

were demonstrated by producing fibers from 10%, 20%, and 30%
wt./vol. solutions of polyvinyl acetate (PVAc, 170 kDa)
dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) and 7%, 10%, and
13% wt./vol. solutions of thermoplastic polyurethane (PU)
dissolved in DMF. The experimental setup for track spinning is
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shown in Figures 1 and 2. This custom track spinning apparatus
consists of two angled rotating tracks (that touch at the top),
with a stepper motor powering each track, and a polymer
solution dispenser located above the tracks. After polymer
solution or melt comes into contact with both tracks at the top of
the apparatus, it is manually pulled and elongated to a wide range
of fiber lengths and diameters as the gap between the tracks
increases. New fibers are continuously spun by continuous
rotation of the tracks. The apparatus is easily adjusted to change:
(1) the angle (deg) of the tracks, (2) the vertical collection
distance from the point of track−track contact to the collection
tray (mm), and (3) the track speed. These adjustments can be
tuned to control fiber processing parameters including the final
fiber length and the fiber draw rate (mm/s). For this study, the
tracks were fixed at an angle of 40°, and the track speed was
adjusted to fix the fiber draw rate at 6.26 mm/s. To dispense the
polymer solution between the two tracks, 1.5 mL of solution was
pumped through a 21-gauge stainless steel needle onto the
rotating tracks. Track spun fibers were deposited onto a 20 cm
wide acrylic collection tray in an aligned configuration at various
vertical collection distances measured from the point of contact
between the tracks (initial fiber formation) and the collection
tray (Figure 2C). A similar device with wider tracks and another

with a patterned array of silicone posts were assembled to
produce 3-dimensional arrays of aligned fibers between two
tracks.
Aligned fiber arrays were manufactured using varying solution

concentrations in combination with sequential vertical collec-
tion distances. All polymer and solution combinations
investigated produced micron diameter fibers initially, but
nanofibers with diameters as low as 450 nm were obtained by
postdrawing the fiber to lengths as long as 255 mm. Optimizing
parameters and extending the geometry of the device could
facilitate reduction of fiber diameters further into the nanometer
diameter range. The collected fibers were flexible and easily
removed from the collecting rack without tearing.
As the angled rotating tracks were brought into contact

(similar to pushing two plates together),23,24 the polymer
solution on the tracks (Figure 1D) was compressed and spread
uniformly over the two surfaces. As the angled tracks moved
down and separated (similar to pulling two plates apart) the
polymer solution present on the tracks was subject to a
mechanical force. Fibers did not form between the tracks
immediately but stretched across the gap between the tracks
around the fourth cycle (Figure 1E). Initial fiber formation was
observed after the third cycle when sufficient solvent

Figure 1. (A) Photograph of handspinning. Polymer solution being pressed with the thumb and index finger. (B) Polymer solution being drawn and
pulled apart producing uniaxially aligned fibers. (C) Photograph of tracks coming in contact (touching) and separating with the track-spinning
apparatus. (D) Diagram of the automated setup showing fiber formation as tracks “touch” and separate when polymer solution is placed on moving
tracks. (E) Schematic illustration of fibers pulled from polymer solution at different cycles as polymer solvent evaporates.
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evaporation had occurred, and polymer solution properties
favored the formation of semisolid fiber bridges between the
tracks. As the tracks continued to cycle, greater amounts of fibers
begin to be drawn from semisolid fiber bridges that subsequently
solidified via rapid solvent evaporation as they traveled down the
device.
Fibers were easily drawn to centimeter scale lengths from each

listed concentration of PVAc and PU solution and collected on a
frame (Figure 2C). At all concentrations tested, no beading or
wavy morphology was observed. The final diameters of the
collected fibers were on the order of hundreds of nanometers to
several micrometers. The relationships of fiber diameter versus
solution concentration and fiber length for PVAc and PU are
shown in Figure 3. For both polymers, the fibers obtained from
higher concentration solutions had larger fiber diameters, and
fibers drawn to longer lengths had reduced fiber diameters.
Suspended fibers with lengths up to 255 mm and diameters in

the sub-1000 nm range were obtained from the lowest
concentration polymer solutions. The systematic relationship
of fiber diameter versus concentration and length suggests that
fiber diameter can be controlled by setting appropriate
processing parameters.
To assess the uniformity of fibers produced by the track

spinning system, fiber diameters at different regions along the

span of fibers were compared. Samples were analyzed from
PVAc and PU fiber arrays at two different concentrations for two
different collection distances. As depicted in Figure 4A,B,
samples were taken at the middle (Mid), quarter (Qtr), and end
(End) regions of each fiber array and imaged with SEM. The
resulting diameter measurements (n = 15 different fibers)
exhibited similar morphology with almost the same average
diameter throughout the fiber length, except at the end sections.
As expected, the Ends of fibers, near the track attachment, had a
larger diameter than the Mid and Qtr sections of the fiber. The
percent difference in diameter between theMid andQtr sections
was less than 2% for all conditions measured, and the difference
between the averageMid/Qtr section and far Endwas between 5
and 20%. As mentioned above, the fiber filament formed at the
End points of the track was significantly larger (irregular) than
the Mid and Qtr sections due to the fibers anchoring closer to
the surface of the polymer solution on the track, while the fibers
formed between Ends had amuch narrower size distribution due
to the constant, even drawing of the track system.
Track spinning also proved to be compatible with naturally

derived solvent-based polymer solutions and polymer melts.
Polystyrene (PS) dissolved in D-limonene, a chemical found in
the peels of citrus fruits, at 15% wt./vol. readily formed 255 mm
long fibers with diameters in the range of 0.90−4.16 μm (Figure

Figure 2. (A) Photograph of the spinning apparatus with collection rack and adjustable stage placed between two rotating tracks. (B) Schematic
illustration of the setup used in the solution pulling method for making aligned nanofibers. Draw ratio and draw rate can be independently controlled
by modifying the track angle and track speed using this adjustable track system. (C) Photograph of track spun fibers proceeding down the tracks and
being deposited on the collection rack. (D) Suspended fiber arrays collected over the gap between the two plates are shown adhered to SEM stubs.
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5E). Polycaprolactone (PCL) was melt track spun by enclosing
an entire device in an oven at a temperature of 70 °C. PCL was
melted on an aluminum plate in the oven and applied onto the
track with a spatula. Three different molecular weights of
polycaprolactone (55 kDa, 100 kDa, and 114 kDa) were drawn
to 109 mm, resulting in fibers with increasing diameters of 9.97
μm, 23.83 μm, and 40.77 μm, respectively (Figure 5A−D).
Viscosity had an inverse relationship with fiber diameter as
higher molecular weight polymer formed higher viscosity melts
and resulted in larger fibers. This mirrors the data collected for
PVAc and PU solutions where higher polymer concentrations
formed higher viscosity solutions and resulted in larger fibers.
Melt track spinning at a single uniform temperature in an oven
was not an ideal environment for forming long small diameter
fibers. The high temperatures required at the initial stages of
fiber formation promoted drooping and breakage at the later
stages of drawing. However, the feasibility of melt track spinning
was demonstrated by this experiment, and it is expected that
appropriate variable temperatures at different stages of track
spinning could optimize the approach.
These results report on a rapid and simple method to fabricate

PVAc, PU, PS, and PCL micro-/nanofibers from various

polymer solutions and melts by using an automatic one-step
drawing device. From the initial experimental data, track
spinning has the potential to be employed in the fabrication of
fibers with diameters ranging from hundreds of nanometers to
tens of micrometers. While many of the fiber diameters reported
in this manuscript are in the micron scale, fibers as small as 500−
800 nm were consistently obtained under specific processing
parameters (Figure 5F). We expect that nanoscale diameter
polymer fibers could be manufactured from a wide variety of
polymers with optimization of processing parameters and tuning
of the track spinning method. Under all of the reported
processing conditions, fibers were well-defined with highly
uniform length and smooth surface morphologies. Changes in
the operating parameters can be modified to produce fibers with
a targeted fiber diameter. The data would suggest that viscosity
and drawing length had significant effects on the diameter of
fabricated fibers. Another very important parameter in fiber
manufacture is the draw rate, which can be tightly controlled in
track spinning dependent on the speed and angle of the tracks. In
both simulation and experimental data related to dip drawing
and handspinning methods, other groups have reported a rapid
decrease in the fiber diameter with an increase in draw rate.24,48

Figure 3. (A) Diameter vs collection length (see Figure 2B) relationship for PVAc fibers made from polymeric solutions in DCM at concentrations of
10%, 20%, and 30% drawn to various lengths. (B) SEM images of PVAc fibers collected from 10%, 20%, and 30% solution concentrations at a collection
length of 73, 146, and 218 mm (n = 15, SEM scale bar = 20 μm). (C) The diameter−concentration relationship for PU fibers made from polymeric
solutions in DCM at concentrations of 7%, 10%, and 13% drawn to various lengths. (D) SEM images of PU fibers collected from 7%, 10%, and 13%
solution concentrations at a collection length of 73, 146, and 218 mm (n = 15, SEM scale bar = 20 μm).
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Since track spinning was invented by mimicking dipping
drawing and handspinning, it is expected that similar draw rate
relationships could be observed. This thought leads to the
question of what the maximum fiber length is for any given fiber
diameter under optimum conditions (draw rate and solution
concentration) and what limiting factors lead to fiber breakage.
In analyzing this question, it is essential to consider whether the
limiting factor for maximum fiber length is the fiber formation
and postdrawing process or subsequent fiber fracture caused by
external forces generated by the vibration of the track,
interference from outside air flow, or even breakage under the
fiber’s own weight.
Track spinning has several advantages in comparison with

other nanofiber fabrication methods: (a) the technique does not
require high-voltage electric fields or high-velocity parts, (b)
fixation of fibers at both ends allows for added control over fiber
postprocessing and placement/assembly into structures, (c) the
apparatus is inexpensive and straightforward to implement, (d)
uniform fiber diameters can be manipulated by altering the

process variables, (e) fiber fabrication is independent of solution
conductivity and compatible with high viscosity solutions and
melts, and (f) fibers are simultaneously created and postdrawn in
one process. The most significant improvement of track
spinning, when compared to manual dip drawing, is that it is
capable of fabricating highly aligned nanofibers continuously.
Even when attempted sequentially, single probe drawing can
become a very tedious fabrication procedure. There are many
reports on using variations of the dip drawing approach to
fabricate high-quality ultradrawn nanofibers from a polymer
solution, heated gel, or melt using a sharp tungsten tip, a
platinum or silica rod,49,50 a tipless atomic force microscope
(AFM) cantilever,51,52 glass micropipettes,53 or a metal syringe
needle.48,54 However, all these approaches have very low
production rates. In contrast, track spinning produces a
continuous supply of polymer without requiring an incremental
process. Another considerable advantage of track spinning is
related to solution viscosity limitations known to be a significant
factor in other nanofiber fabrication techniques. Many polymer

Figure 4. (A) Schematic illustration of the fiber fabrication process via track spinning at varying fiber lengths. Samples were collected at different points
along the fiber length to analyze for fiber uniformity. (B) A photograph corresponds to the illustration with the fiber imaged at the middle (Mid),
quarter (Qtr), and end (End) portion of a fiber array. (C) Representative SEM images of PVAc track spun fibers from 10% and 20% polymer
concentrations at collection length of 109 mm. (D) Representative SEM images of PU track spun fibers from 7% and 10% polymer concentrations at
collection height of 182mm. (SEM scale bar = 10 μm). (E,F) Shows the diameter uniformity of PU and PVAc at collection lengths of 109mm and 182
mm, respectively. (E) Table showing PVAc fiber uniformity for two fiber lengths at 10% and 20% polymer concentrations. (F) Table showing PU fiber
uniformity for two fiber lengths at 7% and 10% polymer concentrations. For each condition, different fibers in an array were measured at Mid, Qtr, and
End (n = 15).
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materials are not practical for electrospinning and centrifugal

spinning due to high viscosity and if feasible require voluminous

solvent waste. For example, ultrahigh-molecular-weight poly-

ethylene (UHMWPE), which forms a highly viscous solution in

organic solvent, has only been reported electrospun from a

dilute 1% polymer solution using very high voltage of greater

than 35 kV at high temperature (130 °C).55,56 In contrast, track
spinning relies on a strong direct mechanical force capable of

Figure 5. (A) Photograph of the track spinning apparatus in a gravity convection oven. (B−D) Representative SEM images of PCL melt spun fibers
from three different molecular weights (55 kDa, 100 kDa, and 114 kDa) at final length of 109 mm. (E) SEM images of PS track spun fibers from 15%
polymer concentration at collection length of 255 mm. (F) SEM image of nanoscale diameter PVAc fibers (500−800 nm) track spun from a 10%
concentration solution to a final length of 255 mm.

Figure 6. (A) Photograph of a 3D spinning system (8 cm track width) scaled up from a 2D track (0.6 cm track width) for high output of aligned fibers.
(B) Photographs of a collected array of aligned PS fibers on racks using the 3D and 2D spinning system for the same amount of time. (C) Photograph of
a 3D spinning system with a patterned array of bristles on the track for patterned and precision drawing of fibers. (D) Photographs of the patterned 3D
spinning system drawing and stretching an array of aligned PVAc fibers.
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pulling fibers from solutions with a wide range of low to high
viscosity.Manual dip drawing of UHMWPE57 (and by extension
track spinning) provides an effective and scalable route to form
fibers from highly viscous solutions. The technique can also be
used for the fabrication of composite fibers that contain
magnetic or conductive nanoparticles since nanofibers can be
spun without magnetic and electrical inference.58 Additionally, a
variety of other fillers that may alter solution viscosity and
conductivity could be track spun into well-aligned nanofibers
with improved thermal, electrical, and mechanical proper-
ties.57,59

Due to its simplicity, it is possible to build a custom track
spinning setup in a laboratory without highly specialized training
or equipment, and we expected that track spinning is well suited
for scalable manufacturing. The approach is inexpensive and
versatile with interchangeable tracks, and the track can be
disposable or lined as a single-use device for specific
applications. Track modifications, such as widening the track,
can be employed to address production rate limitations by
drawing large multifilament arrays of nanofibers from polymer
solutions or melts (Figure 6A). This is demonstrated by
comparing two PS nanofiber arrays produced in the same
amount of time using an 8 cm vs 0.6 cm wide track spinning
device (Figure 6B). Manufacturing precision could be enhanced
with patterned/textured track configurations that could fix fiber
location and provide a site for precise volume solution/melt
droplet application (Figure 6C,D).
Since the formed fibers are inherently fixed to tracks at both

ends, track spinning enables automated assembly of higher-
order structures and offers integrated drawing (initial fiber
fabrication) with optional postprocessing steps, such as
postdrawing and temperature treatments. Postprocessing
techniques, such as postdrawing at different ratios/rates, and
different temperatures for different processes can also be
adjusted and used in successive steps to engineer nanofibers
with a particular property or to align particles, such as carbon
nanotubes and silver nanoparticles, inside the fibers. After
fabrication and postprocessing, there is potential to integrate the
automated track transport of fibers into assembly processes such
as thin composite film and staple yarn fabrication.
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